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Dr. Alexander Marmureanu, a distinguished 
board-certi� ed � oracic and Cardiovascular 
surgeon, is the founder and CEO of the 
California Heart & Lung Surgery Medical 
Center. His dedication to providing 
compassionate, impactful, patient-centered 
care is the cornerstone of his practice, while his 
personal journey inspires all who encounter him.

Born in Romania to a family of physicians, 
Dr. Marmureanu was immersed in the medical 
world early on. He learned by example the traits 
vital for a top-tier surgeon: poise under pressure 
and adaptability.

He further honed these attributes during his 
military service in the Romanian special forces 
and leading both Mountain and Sea Rescue 
teams. After the Romanian revolution, Dr. 
Marmureanu ful� lled his goal of moving west. 
He trained at NYU and Mount Sinai Medical 
Center before joining UCLA Medical Center. 

Currently, Dr. Marmureanu runs a busy 
cardiothoracic surgery practice in Los 
Angeles, performing over 300 procedures 
annually. He demonstrates a passion for 
patient care, a commitment to continuous 
learning and precision in his work, even in 
the most challenging, complex situations. 

“� e chance to save lives is what fuels my 
passion for cardiothoracic surgery” says Dr. 
Marmureanu, who has pioneered minimally 
invasive surgical techniques, authored 
research papers, and been an invited speaker 
worldwide. Committed to community 
service, he leads medical outreach programs 
locally while training other surgeons and 
performing pro-bono surgeries internationally.

Acknowledged among Los Angeles Magazine’s 
2024 Top Doctors, Dr. Marmureanu prioritizes 
service, compassion, and excellence in his 
surgical practice, serving as an inspiration 
for colleagues and patients alike.
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